2012

WEST COAST DOWSING CONFERENCE

WORKSHOPS Tuesday, July 10th
Enhance your Conference experience with one of our four special Workshops! Enjoy an in-depth learning experience with stimulating teachers offering inspiration and enlightenment. See Registration form
for fees. Note that Gisela Hoffman’s is all day, the others are half-day.

FULL-day workshop 9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. — see other side
GISELA KROEGER HOFFMAN

How to Dowse Hanna Kroeger’s 7 Physical Causes of Ill Health

— See other side

½-Day Workshop

½-Day Workshop

MORNING HALF-day workshops 9:00 a.m. – Noon
GLADYS McCOY

Empowering the Person You Truly Are and Meeting the Spectacular You

Dr. CHA~ZAY

Dowsing for Confidence and Self Esteem

My colleague Elizabeth Weedn and I will work with energy – seeing it, using it and its practical application in
our everyday life. We will work with dowsing to remove negative energies and bring positive energies into our
lives, our homes and businesses. You will learn how important our words are in all that we do, and how to block
the unconscious programming that may come into or be in our beings. We will cover clearing non-beneficial
programs from our subconscious and replacing them with beneficial programs (yes, it is self-hypnosis). We will
be working with “Unconditional Love Therapy” to send healing out to others and for self-healing. This is a fun,
informative class in which you will be doing the work as we teach. Bring a notebook, pen and pendulum to class.
There will be plenty of handouts.
What does confidence have to do with living a successful life? Are some people naturally endowed with high
levels of confidence? We will define and clear lack of confidence and low self-esteem while creating a new game
plan for rock-solid confidence and unshakeable self-esteem. Learn practical steps to create increased harmony,
success, confidence and self-esteem. We will also examine our personal support system and create the space
for a renewed and beneficial system to support our lives. This workshop is interactive and consists of handouts,
worksheets, group work and the application of pendulums.

½-Day Workshop

½-Day Workshop

AFTERNOON HALF-day workshops 2:00 – 5:00 p.m.
JEAN SLATTER

Wantology – Finding Out what You REALLY Want

PETER FAIRFIELD

The Experience of DEEP HAPPY

Do you know what you want? Surprisingly, very few people do. Confused and frustrated, most people are
unaware they are pursuing old desires from childhood or conditioned wants from society, and never really take
the time to discover their true wants. Yet it’s the most crucial and essential step in the process of manifesting.
Can knowing what you want really make a difference? Yes, all the difference in the world! Given any subject
– career, relationships, personal growth, financial affairs, etc. – the path to a greater sense of purpose and joy
starts with knowing what you truly want. Join Jean Slatter as she shares the breakthrough process called
Wantology. Wantology will help you gain the clarity you need to discover what you really want and end the
confusion. In this workshop you will learn how to: • Dowse a truth statement of what you want • Discover the
desires of the soul • Establish your hierarchy of wants • Resolve conflicting desires • Stop wasting time on
what doesn’t matter • Remove limiting beliefs that stand in the way • Clear your most direct path to getting
what you want. Jean will reveal the dowsing secrets she has used with her clients over the past 18 years in her
successful wellness and life-coaching business. This workshop will give you fun and easy methods to discover
your heart’s desire and clear even the most stubborn self-sabotaging blocks. Find out what you really want
and live the life of your dreams!

There is a place inside of each of us that is always in resonance with our selves and our living universe. This is the
place of Deep Happy. In this workshop, we will begin to find and identify this place using specific practices and
processes developed and adapted by Peter Fairfield. We will also begin to discover the places within each of us
that, with the best of intentions, resist this sacred and biologically imperative union, and through a wonderfully
easy process, dissolve and open them. As time permits, Peter, a medical intuitive, will personally work with
volunteers and also demonstrate dowsing techniques to facilitate the process.

— See other side

2012 WEST COAST DOWSING CONFERENCE

• ADVANCED APPLICATION DOWSING SCHOOLS

For those who have completed Beginning Dowsing School. For fees, see Registration form.

All-day Workshop

Advanced Application Dowsing Schools

Friday, July 6th, 9:15 a.m. to 4 p.m.
RICHARD FEATHER ANDERSON
Transform Geopathic Stresses & Restore Tree Vitality – 		
			
Breakthroughs in Earth Acupuncture & Earth Healing
What can dowsers do to help plants continue to thrive while being challenged by climate change and new diseases,
like “sudden oak death syndrome”? Learn a wide range of techniques from dowsers, shamans, geomancers, and
feng shui masters to release blocked Earth Energies, transform energies detrimental to human health, and create
the most beneficial places to live. Benefit from Richard’s many discoveries – for example, adding humility, sound
healing, and calling in landscape angels when using copper “French coils” was more effective in giving declining
fruit trees a cosmic chi infusion. Expand your tools and start healing the Earth, one place at a time.

SUSAN COLLINS Professional Dowsing – Practical Approaches for Difficult Problems

Learn to apply your dowsing knowledge to work accurately and efficiently in real-world situations. In this
advanced school you will learn both in-person and remote techniques to find and fix many earth, environmental
and psychic problems including removing curses, negotiating with other dimensional beings, repairing soul
damage and removing inherited blocks. Find out how geoprosperous places can create lasting benefits in your
life. This advanced class will include: • Key concepts review • The Dowsing Protocol • Map dowsing and
remote sensing • Subtle (earth, environmental, psychological) energies review • Triage Protocol and method
• Geoprosperous / Geopathic places • Radionics – sending balancing energy at a distance • Case study • The
business of dowsing

BETTE EPSTEIN

Using Self-Hypnosis to Maximize your Dowsing Accuracy

This workshop will include a guided hypnosis experience to familiarize you with the feeling you can expect when
you do your own self-hypnosis. Bette will review the common dowsing tools, the mistakes we make in trying
to ask the right questions, and how to “not think” when dowsing. She will teach you the simple, effective and
powerful skill of self-hypnosis, which you can use not just to increase your accuracy in dowsing, but which can
be used in every part of your life. And you will laugh a lot!

Tuesday, July 10th, 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
FULL-day workshop

9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. – see other side for half-day workshops

GISELA KROEGER HOFFMAN
How to Dowse Hanna Kroeger’s 7 Physical Causes of Ill Health (and what to do about it)
This is a fast-moving course in the basic causes of ill health, covering topics such as traumas, parasites, toxins, ancestral energies, infections, emotions, and nerve constrictors. Identifying these causes
through dowsing could save a life. The course is filled with fascinating case studies, including those
chosen by lottery from the attending students. AccessHanna™, a sophisticated new software dowsing
tool based on holographic matching, will be used to help identify possible blockages and give rebalancing options. You will utilize your dowsing skills as well as gain basic knowledge about the causes
of ill health – skills that will help you determine your options.

Mark your choice for School and Workshop on the Registration form.

Biographical material on the Workshop presenters and Advanced Application School teachers will be available
on our website. In addition, you will find all the material in this mailing and a list of Conference speakers and
topics. For the most current information, go to www.dowserswestcoast.org
This is not a UCSC-sponsored event.

— See other side

